WHY CHOOSE US?

01 **Hands-on learning:**
We emphasize on experimental and interactive learning methods with projects, laboratories, academic competitions, and internship programs.

02 **Flexibility:**
Our curriculum is adaptable to meet the market needs.

03 **Individual attention:**
Our advisors are constantly available for providing support and guidance to their students.

ABOUT US

The department of Computer Engineering at Tishk International University offers a unique experience for its prospect students with an intensive four-year and internationally accredited program by the Central Evaluation and Accreditation Agency (ZEvA) that is built on the unique model of hardware and software concepts integration.

This interdisciplinary foundation incorporates a wide range of courses in computer and electrical engineering and allows students to apply the acquired theories and principles to solve technical problems through the design of computing hardware, software, networks, and processes.

CONTACT US

info.cmpe@tiu.edu.iq
engineering.tiu.edu.iq/computer
TIU Main Campus, 100 Meter Street, Erbil, Kurdistan Region-Iraq

CAREER PROSPECTS

The TIU Computer Engineering program gives our graduates the flexibility of building a career in the IT industry or in other allied sectors. Past graduate employment surveys have consistently shown that computer engineers have some of the highest employment rates and best starting pays among all graduates.
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

1. A minimum 12th grade high school average as listed in the TIU official website.

2. The total grade from Physics and Mathematics must be of at least 140 points.

3. Only graduates from the scientific section are allowed to enroll.

4. A passing score from the English proficiency test is required.

For more information about admission requirements, please visit the following link: www.tiu.edu.iq